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Bank Deposits and Trust Monies

If you are concerned about bank failures given
the recent ones, a step I highly encourage you
to consider, is to put all your trust monies in a
specifically designated trust account. The FDIC
is supposed to provide addi�onal insurance for
fiduciary pass through accounts, which is what
trust accounts are.  You must name the account
specifically and the account cannot earn
interest. Ask your bank for addi�onal
informa�on on the requirements. You owe it to
your clients to take this extra step.

And for all the readers s�ll commingling their
accounts: STOP.

BIPA Liability Coverage

Are you offering your commercial client BIPA
Liability coverage? Do you know which of your
clients need BIPA liability coverage? It's
probably more than you think. A couple of
addi�onal points: Understand the difference in
coverage needs by state and union contract, or
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From Jason Bogart, Deep Customer Connec�ons,
Insurance Carrier & Agency Connec�ons Blog:

This ar�cle will be of interest to you: “Hold Disruptors
at Bay with Fast and Efficient Transac�ons”. It is the
fi�h ar�cle in a five ar�cle series about how Insurtech
alone cannot fix everything. Transac�on inefficiencies
cost both carriers and independent agents. It is a key
opportunity for disrup�on, and this ar�cle contains
insight into how to avoid wasteful expense.
h�ps://deepcc.com/2023/02/28/hold-disruptors-at-
bay-with-fast-and-efficient-transac�ons/
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the lack of a union contract. Also, are your
clients complying with record reten�on
requirements so their insurance coverage is not
impaired?

Insurance Banter Podcast

Wondering where to go for great, in-depth and
engaging discussions on a wide variety of insurance
topics?

Look no further than our Insurance Banter podcasts.
You can find them here or wherever you listen to
podcasts: www.burand-associates.com/
insurance-banter.

"The thing to be known..."
"The thing to be known grows with the knowing." Nan Shepard, "The Living Mountain"

Ms. Shepard wrote this now famous mountaineering book in the mid 1940's, though it was not published
un�l the mid-1970's. It takes place in the Cairngorm mountains of Scotland. The quote above succinctly
summarizes knowledge, any kind of knowledge, but is specific to people who are conscien�ous enough to
con�nue to learn purposely. Learning purposely causes a person to realize how much more there is to
know once they know something.

One of my favorite clients decided to sell his agency when he turned 80. He told me one of his regrets
upon selling, and more to the point, re�ring, was that he was just then beginning to have a full
understanding of insurance. He was just then gaining a full knowledge of how to expertly construct
coverages. I must note that this man was extremely well-educated and a consummate professional
insurance agent. The more he knew, the more he realized he did not know, but needed to learn. The more
he knew about insurance (the "thing" in Ms. Shepard's quote as applied here), the more things he knew
he needed to know.

I have o�en concluded that the most important benefit of knowledge is understanding how much you do
not know. At least for me, what I do not know about insurance is bigger than what I do know -- and I know
a lot about insurance. Acknowledging that the unknown is so big gives me permission to do a be�er job
because my ego is held in check, thus reducing the obstruc�on an ego can create when helping clients
discover the best solu�ons for themselves.

I have never been to or much less climbed Sco�sh mountains. Ms. Shepard's quote reminds me of
climbing mountains closer to home. It seems the peak is always, "just there," but a�er reaching the ridge,
another appears. At �mes the climb seems infinite and pointless, but in the end, the hike is always
infinitely rewarding. Some�mes learning about insurance feels pointless because the conclusion never
arrives and is combined with the frustra�on of seeing so many agencies, carriers, and others who never
make any a�empt to learn yet s�ll earn plenty of money even though they remain ignorant.

As Ms. Shepard’s quote also connotates it is the journey that ma�ers, not the summit. The be�er the
journey, the more stories and knowledge one gains. The more stories and knowledge one gains, the more
sales, especially high quality sales, one can make.

One reason young producers struggle with sales is they have not climbed enough mountains. They do not
have enough stories or knowledge. The only solu�on is to take more sales journeys. Even failures create
experience, stories, and knowledge. I discovered the obvious on my mountain journeys: the longer I
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walked, the further I got. The longer I walked, the more experiences I had, the more stories I gathered,
and my skills improved along the way.

A good example is cyber coverage. If any coverage is completely 100% unknowable it is cyber insurance, if
for no other reason than that the number of cyber forms is virtually infinite with li�le commonality (the
last I saw approximately 2,000 cyber forms were available in the U.S. alone). Cyber forms generally have
enough holes that if a CNC machine built a physical model of a cyber form, the result would resemble a
sieve. Lots of coverage drains away with inspec�on and �me (the �me limits truly drain coverage away).

This is why pairing cyber with other key forms is o�en an intelligent solu�on, but one that comes with
experience and study. The pairing is complex requiring considerable addi�onal educa�on but some�mes it
is the only way to plug the holes. When you begin studying cyber you really begin to understand how
much you s�ll need to learn.

Similarly, I have been underwri�ng, teaching, and studying homeowners insurance for 35 years.
Homeowners insurance is considered a rela�vely simple form, however the more I study it, the more I
realize I s�ll have things to learn. I hear many sales consultants talk about finding weaknesses in the
incumbent agency's program and then exploi�ng those weaknesses to gain the account. The biggest
weaknesses are usually found in coverage gaps, but in order to iden�fy coverage gaps easily and
effec�vely, one must put effort into learning about coverage. My clients that use this tac�c no longer sell
price (do not use price as the wedge because that is ul�mately self-defea�ng and enough of a distrac�on
that one falls behind in learning about more valuable coverage factors). These clients' sales growth is
strong and by con�nually learning more, they bring something special to their clients. They bring their
excitement which is an intangible feature in sales. They are excited to share and excited to help because
they possess a more legi�mate belief in themselves and their abili�es than their compe�tors.

If your goal is to provide your client with coverage, the holes must be exposed and then plugged. To do
this well, you must understand that educa�on is a journey and by never qui�ng the journey, your
inventory of solu�ons will grow and grow and grow, and the more you know, the more you will clearly see
how much remains to be known.

[Back to Top]

Fast versus Quality

I read a glowing review of Berkshire Hathaway's Three Ques�on Commercial Applica�on by one of their
new clients. He wrote that the en�re process was fast and easy. He was really pleased. Fast and easy is
important for success in many businesses.

Then I reread Chris Boggs' (Vice President of Agent Development, Research and Educa�on for the IIABA)
review of Berkshire's three-page commercial insurance policy (now about 35 pages because, and I am
guessing, their a�orneys discovered a three-page policy is not realis�c). I recommend everyone who cares
a lot about quality coverage read his ar�cle. It is available here: Virtual University | Warren Buffe�
Champions an Inferior Product) (independentagent.com).

What is quality? Is quality a super-fast, easy to process insurance policy with lots of poten�al coverage
gaps (rela�ve to other available forms) or is it a policy with be�er coverages, coverages that are
important, but require more upfront �me and inconvenience with the result that be�er coverages can be
made available?

https://www.independentagent.com/vu/Insurance/Commercial-Lines/Miscellaneous/BoggsBuffettInferiorProduct.aspx


I guess to some degree, the answer is a �ming issue. Save �me upfront but risk losing �me and money if
an uncovered claim occurs. As with everything, a trade-off exists. I o�en ask people to name the fastest
animal. Most people respond that the fastest animal is the cheetah. Few people ask the key clarifying
ques�on of, "Over what distance?" A tradeoff exists in nature between fast bursts of speed versus long
distance speed. A tradeoff always exists with everything.

This ar�cle is about good coverage that requires more �me to design. More �me is required to iden�fy
the coverages a client needs. More �me is required to build a policy that meets those needs. Policies
should be built through endorsements, even homeowners policies and BOPs. Inadequate coverage is easy
to develop, which means it is speedier to offer. I am not sugges�ng the policy cited above is sloppy, but
that a lot of agents are sloppy, that some carriers offer subpar coverage, and that some carriers are
amazingly smart about how to carve out coverages in ways most agents will only discover a�er they get an
angry call from a client.

How do you define quality? Fast? Lots of price op�ons? Or si�ng with a client and building customized
coverages just for them? The place to begin answering this ques�on is to iden�fy what your clients value
most. Are they the stereotypical contractor who never has �me to do anything right and simply wants
proof of ANY insurance? Do you ever wonder about the quality of their construc�on and therefore,
whether the risk of suits against them that will affect your loss ra�os make it worth wri�ng them? Or are
your customers people who want the right coverage enough to take the �me to answer ques�ons,
including tradeoff ques�ons between price and coverage?

Look in the mirror and honestly answer what kind of person you are. The answer is not just one of
conscien�ousness. I met with an estate a�orney and an agent who had teamed up to provide estate
solu�ons for clients, which made sense for all involved. Both were quite conscien�ous, but neither had a
clue what coverages were contained in the insurance policy they were selling/advoca�ng. They were very
convincing in their sales pitch, and I am of the opinion they believed every word they spoke. However,
they did not understand how the coverages in the policy actually worked and would not understand it,
un�l something went wrong ten years down the road.

What kind of person are you? Conscien�ousness and a�en�veness to your clients' coverage needs is the
first requirement for providing quality coverage solu�ons. Having the knowledge and being conscien�ous
enough to think through how coverages work is the second requirement. One without the other is fairly
useless and o�en worse because you risk leading people to the wrong solu�ons through baseless
confidence.

Baseless confidence seems to be excessively common in today's world. A young person was interviewed
on my local news channel as a result of her efforts to make the world a be�er place. Her emphasis
involved applying technical knowledge such as required to solve medical/environmental issues. She stated
she did not have the required educa�on, "but no one could doubt her genuine goodwill to make a
difference" and she was completely confident she would succeed. Her confidence was baseless because
she did not know what she was doing. Inten�ons do not equal competence. Would you trust an auto
mechanic who had never worked on brakes to fix your brakes because he was was confident his inten�ons
were a good subs�tute for competence?

Look in the mirror and determine whether you possess both quali�es. If you do not yet have the
educa�on, how hard are you willing to work to obtain a good educa�on, one that includes thinking
through the real world applica�ons for your customers?

Are you willing to give up trying to work with clients who do not care? For some agents who need the
money, or think they need the money, the drive to work with everyone trumps all else. Some clients
simply do not care about coverage and nothing you do will make them care. Even a�er being hit with an



uncovered claim, they may not care. Can you walk away from those prospects? Do you have the willpower
required to walk away?

If you have the educa�on and good intent to do a professional job, do you also have the willpower to
charge extra fees? You need to charge extra fees and should charge extra fees because you are now worth
more. It makes absolutely no sense, whatsoever, that in this industry agents are paid the same regardless
of whether they sell inadequate coverage or they sell quality coverage. The commission percentages are
the same (which makes one wonder if carriers care whether or not their agents sell quality coverage). It
takes more �me, more talent, and a select prospect pool to sell quality coverage.

There is no reason to not charge fees for the higher quality of your services. There are many myths that
exist regarding agents not being allowed to charge fees, and so forth. Charging fees is a complicated
subject that varies considerably by state. I have not yet discovered a state in which fees for providing
specific quality services, provided they are correctly structured, is strictly prohibited. Furthermore, I do
not have any clients who charge fees whose clients are unhappy about paying the extra fees. Those clients
appreciate the extra value they are receiving.

We need a tradeoff in this industry between agent compensa�on for quality service and easy, run of the
mill service. We have easy applica�ons and complicated applica�ons. We have easy to read policy forms
and difficult to read policy forms. Tradeoffs exist between these choices. If the reader wants to offer
quality coverages rather than easy applica�ons and simple forms, compensa�on differen�a�on is the next
step because easy does not equal building bespoke coverages that fit to each client’s needs.

[Back to Top]

Agents and A�orneys

An insurance agent went to an a�orney and asked him to dra� a producer contract. A month later the
a�orney sent back a contract accompanied by an invoice for $4,500.

The agent got what she requested. The a�orney had fulfilled his duty. The agent did not know what
clauses and condi�ons should be included in a producer contract (that is why she went to an a�orney!).
Ignorance was bliss for the agent un�l one of her producers le�, with clients, and the judge held the
contract's protec�ve provisions were invalid.

Did the a�orney fail his client?

A small business owner went to an agent and asked for a workers' compensa�on policy, and liability, and
property policies. The agent asked how much liability coverage they wanted, and the prospect said his
own contracts required $1 million in liability coverage. When asked how much property coverage the
prospect wanted, he was not sure. The agent offered $100,000 and the prospect thought aloud that with
deprecia�on, $100,000 would be adequate.

A few months went by, then the insured's building caught fire and the fire spread to the rest of the $20
million building in which their office was located. They tried to replace their equipment only to discover
the replacement cost was $500,000. They slept very li�le once they found out they had no material
coverage. $1 million versus a $20 million liability claim and $100,000 property coverage when $500,000 is
required. The policy limits were completely insufficient.

Did the agent do her job? She provided what the client requested. The standard of care of an order taker
is to provide what is requested. Tough luck to the insured.



The insurance industry has a serious contradic�on of purpose that has existed since the industry began
and has always been an issue. But now, due to the increasing complexity of business and technology, ever
more complex insurance needs, regula�ons and aggressive compe��on, this contradic�on is crea�ng
more branding issues, sales choke points, and compensa�on problems, not to men�on growing legal
issues.

The purpose of insurance is to protect the insured’s assets, or more precisely, reinstate the insured’s
balance sheet to the same numbers as immediately preceding their loss. If an insured loses $20 million,
they have a $20 million liability on their balance sheet. If they have adequate insurance, their balance
sheet will not change value. Without adequate insurance, their balance sheet value decreases by $20
million. Even if they win the lawsuit, their balance sheet, without adequate insurance, s�ll deteriorates
because the legal fees will be substan�al. With a good insurance policy, the insurance carrier pays all the
legal fees and the balance sheet remains unaffected.

If the property is replaced, the asset value on the balance sheet remains unchanged. This is day one, basic
insurance. I find, based on the emails even some "insurance" professors (that's what their �tle is on their
university emails) send to me, a sizable percentage of people in this industry must have missed day one of
their insurance educa�on. Their ignorance contributes greatly to the awful reputa�on this industry has for
not being there in an insured's �me of need. Their ignorance results in their offering inadequate
coverages.

Protec�ng, not in a risk management sense, but from a financial perspec�ve, assets and asset values is the
fundamental founda�on and purpose of insurance.

Yet agents depend upon a standard of care, a legal standard of care, whereby they o�en cannot be held
accountable for deficiencies in coverage (coverage is the protec�on offered, the coverages afforded the
insured's assets) of their insured's assets. However, most insureds do not know the value of their assets or
enough about insurance to know about the diverse ways in which their assets need to be covered – hence
their reason for asking an insurance agent to place an order for $X property and $Y liability. If the agent
lives by the above standard of care it is impossible for any insured to have substan�ated confidence they
have ordered adequate coverage.

Why am I so confident nearly 100% of insureds, commercial clients too, do not know what coverages they
need? Because virtually 95% of agents do not know enough about coverages to adequately cover their
clients' needs and a very large percentage are almost proac�vely prac�cing ignorance. If people with
licenses do not have a clue about coverages, why should any expecta�on exist that John Q. Public has an
adequate working knowledge?

No one needs an a�orney who offers agencies useless contracts. Their fee is a complete waste. An
insurance policy that fails to provide coverages is a wasted premium.

Carriers have done a decent to excellent job providing coverage op�ons. Agents exist to offer those
op�ons to people who do not understand insurance. If the agents are ignorant, they are not going to offer
those op�ons. The agent does not help the carrier or the insured. The agent becomes too expensive and is
also expendable.

New insurance distributors have figured out that tradi�onal distributors, including many large brokers,
have failed. A few of these new players have iden�fied that most producers are superfluous because they
do not bring adequate coverage knowledge (or sales) and yet using producers to sell their products is
quite expensive. They are cu�ng out the charade and benefi�ng from the cost savings. They have
eliminated the pretense and by being more honest about the level of service provided, they save a



considerable sum without the client's interest being damaged. Clients get the same inadequate coverage
either way. Honesty can be amazing.

Independent agents in par�cular are paid higher commission rates because the sales brand and cost of
building the brand lies with the agent. Direct writers depend on their carrier to build the brand. If the
independent agents do not actually provide quality advice, their brand is worth less. This means carriers
do not need to pay as much. The plethora of silly insurance adver�sements funded with billions of dollars
is s�ll cheaper than paying independent agents who peddle inadequate coverages (it is a complete myth
spread by people hoping to believe and accepted as gospel by people wan�ng to believe that heavy
adver�sing is more expensive than agents' commissions, but GEICO's expense load is about 11%, including
adver�sing, which is less than the commission rate paid by most carriers to their independent agents. Go
look up the numbers in the NAIC filings if you don't believe me.) The ads are geared to confirm to the
uneducated public that all insurance is equal, a commodity, differen�ated by price and animated
adver�sing characters. It works.

It works so well that two such carriers are wri�ng about $10 billion in new premium annually, combined.
These two carriers are ea�ng away at other companies' market shares and their low expense ra�os are a
key reason for their success. The easiest savings for other carriers is the reduc�on of commissions for
ineffec�ve agents failing to build a differen�ated brand.

Think of a NASCAR driver. Their cars and fire suits have all kinds of sponsor logos because they are helping
to build a brand. They help sell the brand, several help sell insurance. How is an agent who does not know
coverages represen�ng a carrier's brand? Especially with all the social media available for when claims go
bad, claims that would not have gone bad had the agent offered adequate coverages?

This is the new reality. Some new, mostly private equity backed, distributors have figured out that
pretending to be a professional is expensive. Discarding the pretension and the producers who do not
know their coverages saves a ton of money. Carriers need to find expense savings to survive. Carriers do
not need to pay extra commissions to ignorant agents and absolutely no consumer, not one, needs agents
who do not offer adequate coverages. Customers can buy inadequate coverages all by themselves over
the internet. No one needs an a�orney who cannot write a quality and business specific contract. No one
needs a foot doctor pretending to be a brain doctor. No one needs incompetent and ignorant advisors on
any subject. Agents want a double standard where professional standards apply to their advisors and they
want to be seen as professional by carriers and consumers, but they want amateur standards (the
opposite of a professional is an amateur) applied to their work product.

The �me has long since passed for establishing a two-�er licensing system. One license for basic insurance
sold by ignorant agents and one for professional agents. Too many forces exist at every level -- carriers,
agent associa�ons, regulators -- protec�ng the status quo so differen�ated licenses will probably never
happen.

So what can true professional agents do to show they are not like the a�orney and other agents who are
just order takers? What can these agents due to jus�fy their current compensa�on paid by carriers? The
opportunity now is to focus on providing real value and being paid accordingly. If you are interested in
building a true professional agency, contact me!

[Back to Top]

Sloppy Profits



A very professionally minded client of mine who was recently promoted to an execu�ve posi�on
commented on how amazed he was to discover how sloppily the organiza�on he is now leading was
managed and yet s�ll made so much money.

He nailed it. He answered his own ques�on. The industry is sloppy because it can afford to be sloppy and
the few firms that are led by more professional and opera�onally minded people are not yet powerful
enough to move the market. For now, then, the profit margins are too high for anyone to really care. In
other words, "I make plenty. Why should I make more?"

Brainwashing employees to believe in the mythical success of their company's corporate/industry
ini�a�ves, combined with laziness, are contribu�ng factors to this problem too. My favorite such myth
approaches the category of amazing urban myths in the belief that certain companies are going to spend
themselves into bankruptcy through excessive adver�sing expenses and therefore, other carriers should
wait them out. When asked how that scenario would be possible given that the "spendthri�" companies
being discussed have expense ra�os 30%-50% less than average even a�er spending all that extra money,
the unanimous response I have received is, "but that does not count their adver�sing!"

If those companies' financials do not include their adver�sing expenses, they are probably not repor�ng
any of their numbers correctly and are in viola�on of every state and SEC accoun�ng rule imaginable. I
cannot believe that is the case. Instead, the people who believe that mythical narra�ve are either ignorant
or accusing these en��es of fraud. The former is far, and I mean far, more likely but in my experience they
have never actually analyzed the financials of the companies at hand. Instead, the Kool-Aid they are
drinking tastes be�er and requires less thought. Perhaps that is why drinking alcohol is less prevalent
today than when I entered the industry. The insurance industry Kool-Aid is so soothing that alcohol is no
longer necessary.

Another myth is that nuclear court verdicts will sink the industry. More likely a�orneys run amok will smell
property claims opportuni�es (see Florida) and sink the industry that way. Carriers increased surplus in
2021 by $100 billion dollars. It takes a lot of nuclear verdicts to eat up one year's increase. For more
perspec�ve, the industry finished 2021 with $1 TRILLION in surplus (which it seems to have lost in 2022
due to investment strategies, not claims).

The industry is sloppy. Some carriers, probably most (but I have only interacted on this subject specifically
with a few representa�ve ones), cannot even manage to track their internal workflows correctly. They
cannot run proper loss runs (at least from my analysis, their loss runs have major errors though they seem
largely unaware of the inconsistencies). Somehow, they are willing to pay three en��es to do one job --
underwrite. They pay underwriters to underwrite, they pay agents to upfront underwrite, and they pay IT
firms to create predic�ve modeling so�ware to underwrite. Does it make sense to pay three en��es to do
one job?

Carriers even pay two en��es to complete applica�ons. There is the agent and then there are the IT
programs that automa�cally complete applica�ons.

Then the carriers ignore the actuaries they employ. I have found that this fact is not allowed to be
discussed in polite circles and it is not new. Thirty plus years ago I was with an RVP reading the actuaries'
rate increase demands. He laughed and explained to me how he would cut the rate increase in half and
the loss ra�os would be fine. He was right. I had the same experience more recently with a CEO who just
flat out ignored their actuaries' advice and the results were far be�er than if he had followed their advice.
As many carrier execu�ves have privately expressed to me, "we're not even sure why we employ them."

Predic�ve modeling should take their place too.



I am not even touching on the pure incompetence of some carrier IT systems, especially between merged
carriers. Not to men�on the carriers' pure incompetence rela�ve to reinsurance (see the li�le no�ced
changes forced by the Iowa Derecho for proof).

At the carrier level, two crucial reali�es exist. The first is that the most successful carriers, as judged by
their profits and growth rates, have much less waste as evidenced by their expense ra�os and produc�vity
metrics. I have developed a proprietary sta�s�cal analysis that is defini�ve on this point.

Second, many carriers, even large ones, are total wrecks and in a�emp�ng to camouflage their
incompetence, they sell a narra�ve that the en�re industry shares their personal woes. If they are losing
money and not growing, all carriers must be losing money and not growing. One of my favorite examples
of how this line is actually quite profitable for some carriers involves commercial auto. However, in nice
company and in the company consis�ng of people drunk on corporate messaging, no one challenges, and
everyone just believes.

Agencies are even sloppier than carriers. One sign I am really pleased to see is how agencies that are
professionally run do not have the employee turnover problems that plague most other agencies. Their
professional culture means they are less sloppy. In a cleaner shop where procedural consistency exists,
more fairness exists, and this environment is extremely a�rac�ve to prospec�ve staff. Hence, not only do
they not have turnover, but some also have wai�ng lists of people who want to work with them. Solid
leadership pays dividends.

A key reason agencies are so sloppy is that carriers pay the same amount of premium to professional
agencies that they do to sloppy agencies. That shows pre�y sloppy management at the carrier level.

If being sloppy is cheaper and the revenue is the same, it seems like a good business decision to remain
sloppy. Many of the buyers/leaders entering the industry for the first �me recognize this opportunity and
are eagerly taking advantage of it. We will see if and when the carriers ever adjust. A few seem to be
modifying their compensa�on plans to reward quality and I am really hoping the trend con�nues.

An addi�onal incen�ve that benefits sloppy agencies is the E&O standard of care. As long as an agent does
not promise anything that exceeds an order taker's standard of care, they can get away with almost
anything (in most states). A fantas�c example of this truth was a case in Federal Court. The insured's home
was barely above sea level and not far from the water. The homeowners asked if they should buy flood
coverage. The agent advised he did not think they should buy it. Of course they had a claim and brought
an E&O suit against the agent. The judge concluded it was so obvious that the agent was incompetent and
sloppy that he had no standard of care and the insureds lost the case.

Someone men�oned to me when I was encouraging them to take steps to increase their profits that they
did not need more success. Their agency was sloppily run every which way but the owner was making
plenty of money. Un�l the forces of change really screw down pressure on sloppy agencies, nothing will
change for those with adequate success.

For those carriers and distributer execu�ves who see the opportunity that �ghter, be�er operated, more
professional organiza�ons have in front of them, outsized success is for the taking. The price is
straigh�orward: Leadership. Leadership that is willing to create enough urgency to cause buy-in and
cultural change. Do you have this level of leadership?

[Back to Top]

Employer's Responsibility



There was a recent ar�cle in the Insurance Journal, about a tragic shoo�ng in which a young child shot
itself a�er finding a loaded pistol in the home where the child's family was visi�ng. One aspect of the
resul�ng lawsuits is that the employer of the home’s owner was sued for the failure to ensure a safe work
environment. The employer happens to be an insurance agency.

Regardless of the merit of this specific suit, the risk exposure is real and huge given how large the work-at-
home popula�on has become and will likely remain. What responsibili�es do employers have to ensure
their virtual employees are working in a safe environment? This point goes beyond offering safety �ps. It
extends to verifying that the remote workplace is safe. It also does not ma�er if a lawsuit has no basis
because an employer loses as soon as it is sued.

What steps have you taken to verify that your employees' workplaces, i.e. your employees' homes, are
safe? What rules have you implemented? In a more reasonable context, what if office supplies are
delivered to an employee’s house and the delivery person is injured? What if they suffer a dog bite?

Not only is it a liability issue, but it is also a workers' compensa�on issue. What verifica�ons have been put
into place to determine if a work environment is safe and meets workplace safety requirements? Have you
toured the homes where your employees work to verify that the ligh�ng, sea�ng, desk, and so forth meet
the required ergonomic standards? Addi�onally, what have you done to verify that their at-home
workplace meets safety standards?

Taking it a step further, a labor standard exposure also exists rela�ve to verifying that employees are only
working within the allowed number and prescribed hours. Do you have stated rules and procedures, along
with appropriate verifica�ons, to ensure your employees are only working within the allowed hours?

Data suggests that in order to fill many jobs, an employer must now pay a premium wage if they insist
employees work onsite versus paying less for the luxury of working from home. Are the savings and
happier employees worth the risk?

Specific to insurance agencies and based on what I have observed, E&O exposures are definitely higher in
a work from home environment. The most specific exposure is that remote training is a pipe dream. The
training of new employees is not as successful when they are alone in their homes trying to learn about
the industry. Jobs in the insurance industry are complex and all the important nuances that cannot
effec�vely be ar�culated in a training manual require si�ng side-by-side with someone to learn the
agency's management system, policies, how to deal with producers, how to deal with clients and so forth.
Another way of pu�ng it is that we are s�ll in an extremely analogue world. A�emp�ng to train digitally
does not yet work.

These ques�ons and reali�es are not only applicable to agency owners but to all of your commercial
clients too. You can help them protect themselves by asking these kinds of ques�ons. Every employer
must determine how far they want to "invade" their employees' homes or whether the reality, for them, is
to insist everyone come back to the office.
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Insurance Carrier Futures

I recently read an ar�cle in A.M. Best regarding a carrier I thought had long since gone the way of other
poorly run carriers, and I was right, but also wrong. I have an interes�ng history with them.

https://www.insurancejournal.com/news/east/2023/01/03/701217.htm


Circa 2002, give or take a couple of years, I analyzed that par�cular carrier and predicted (rela�ve to their
be�er agents only), that the carrier had no future and that those agents should find an alterna�ve soon
rather than wai�ng for all of the carrier's agents to begin moving business in mass. It seemed likely that
the carrier would begin nonrenewing accounts, jacking up rates, and making life unpleasant for agents
and customers. I note that my advice only applied to the be�er agents because the agents only looking to
make sales, not seeing the forest for the trees, would con�nue to use them regardless.

About a year later I was giving a presenta�on to a mixed crowd of carrier people and agency owners. I
used that carrier as an example without giving any names or any par�culars rela�ve to loca�on, niches,
etc. When I finished, about four carrier people found me and asked if the carrier used as the example was
their company. I looked at their name tags and sure enough, it was! They then asked if they should look
for other jobs.

That carrier went through serious issues that resulted in the need to eliminate a lot of business causing
agents to move accounts and o�en their en�re books. Moving books under those circumstances is
expensive and can wipe out many years of profits (specific to that book) in the worse circumstances. I quit
paying a�en�on to that carrier because it shrank so significantly it became immaterial in my world.

I have been studying insurance carriers in depth for about 25 years. To be clear, I am not trying to supplant
A.M. Best or provide any type of A.M. Best alterna�ve. They do a great job, and the analysis of carriers
that I perform for agencies has a totally different purpose than does A.M. Best. They provide an extremely
valuable public service designed to inform consumers of carriers that may go insolvent and they have
leverage to cause carriers to manage themselves more safely. A.M. Best really benefits this industry. I do
not provide any kind of public service, ra�ng service, or any indica�on of the likelihood of insolvency.

My goal is simply to help my agency clients in a myriad of ways by educa�ng them about their carriers'
futures which includes iden�fying carriers that possess really bright futures. In reading the ar�cle, I
decided to review some of my early work rela�ve to the carriers I considered weak 20 years ago. Several
of them no longer effec�vely exist or have no ra�ngs. Others have been bought out and a few s�ll exist.

In reviewing these old analyses, the carriers I thought were weak and s�ll exist, are o�en s�ll weak. It is
amazing how long weak insurance companies can survive. As you might expect, the industry has a
plethora of Zombie insurance companies given the 1,000 or so P&C carriers in existence. Another
characteris�c of these carriers is that several have reinsurance programs where the reinsurer is an en�ty
related to the carrier and o�en is the weaker en�ty. The reinsurer is almost always located offshore.
Please note that I am working within a limited universe so I am sharing personal findings and not a
sta�s�cal study.

Just like the subject carrier in the ar�cle, I find it amazing that poorly, some�mes horribly, run insurance
companies can survive. I do not know if their survival is a result of their unconven�onal reinsurance,
owners who have invested so much money without an adequate return that it causes them to hold on and
hold on and perhaps even invest more money, or simply a factor that given how insurance companies are
run, with enough mass their demise simply takes forever and a day.

Another thought in reviewing one carrier in par�cular is whether some insurance carriers are simply
fronts. Are they really loss leaders enabling other related companies to make profits? I am fairly sure it is
the case in some instances.

One can see this is the case given how some recently established P&C carriers have been structured. The
founders are going to make quite a bit of money regardless of whether the carrier fails quickly or, be�er
for the founders, has a slow but long demise.



The ques�on for distributors is this: Which kind of carrier best aids you in achieving your goals? For some
distributors, the financial and opera�onal health of a carrier simply does not ma�er. If they have the
opportunity to write an account, usually, in my experience, with inadequate coverage, they simply want as
many carriers as possible available to place the account at the lowest possible price. Their business model
is to place as much premium as they possibly can without regard to the quality of coverages or carriers.
Their opera�onal and sales structure is about volume and they are not dependent on their carriers'
assistance to help them grow. The carriers are just numbers.  I believe Joseph Stalin had a famous quote
regarding how "quan�ty has its own quality" (rela�ve to sending masses of ill equipped soldiers to a�ack
well defended posi�ons).

Reten�on will be lower, but that loss is built into their models. Their E&O claims may be higher, but that is
also built into their models. Their profit sharing is likely lower, and this too is built into their models. These
are simply price shops, and some are rather large.

Other distributors focus on building rela�onships with carriers and clients. For these distributors, working
with carriers that provide high quality products, high quality claims service, good underwriters, and a
healthy combina�on of rate versus underwri�ng requirements adds horsepower to the distributors'
growth and profitability. Working with carriers that are gradually deteriora�ng is not going to help these
agents and brokers achieve success more quickly. At best, these carriers are temporary holding pens for
accounts that are important to the agency but unappe�zing to the be�er carriers.

For agencies whose management has a clear understanding of what kind of distributor they are, aligning
carriers, opera�ons, and sales with their strategy will achieve the most success.

The problem faced by a large propor�on, probably a majority, of distributors is that they try to do both.
Some�mes this is because they employ people who have diametrically opposite values, some�mes it is
simply because they try to be all things to all people, and some�mes it is because management has no
clue what they are truly doing other than avoiding conflict. When an agency is a small town agency with
seven employees, being many things to the community is feasible and maybe necessary. If both
condi�ons, small town and small agency, are not met, then agencies need to decide what kind of agency
they want to become. Hire people with values that match your decision. Contract with carriers that will
aid your growth and profitability. Avoid those carriers that are being used and abused by distributors who
possess a different business model and avoid those carriers that are gliding slowly downward, some�mes
very slowly their inevitable demise seems pleasant.

Avoid those carriers that are loss leaders for related en��es. The management of those carriers will
always focus on the bigger picture and provide resources accordingly. The carrier that you would do
business with will receive the minimum resources necessary to provide the loss leader benefits.

An interes�ng finding for me in reviewing those old reports was that the carriers I iden�fied as having the
brightest futures have had the best results and helped their agents achieve extra success. I like the idea of
working less hard to achieve more success and those carriers definitely helped their agencies do that.
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Chris Burand is president and owner of Burand & Associates, LLC, a management consul�ng firm that has
been specializing in the property/casualty insurance industry since 1992. Burand is recognized as a leading
consultant for agency valua�ons and helping agents increase profits and reduce the cost of sales. His
services include: agency valua�ons/due diligence, producer compensa�on plans, expert witness services,
E&O carrier approved E&O procedure reviews, and agency opera�on enhancement reviews. He also



provides the acclaimed Con�ngency Contract Analysis® Service and has the largest database and
knowledge of con�ngency contracts in the insurance industry.

Burand has more than 35 years' experience in the insurance industry. He is a featured speaker across the
con�nent at more than 300 conven�ons and educa�onal programs. He has wri�en for numerous industry
publica�ons including Insurance Journal, American Agent & Broker, and Na�onal Underwriter. He also
publishes Burand's Insurance Agency Adviser for independent insurance agents.

Burand is a member of the Ins�tute of Business Appraisers and NACVA, a department head for the
Independent Insurance Agents and Brokers of America's Virtual University, an instructor for Insurance
Journal's Academy of Insurance, and a volunteer counselor for the Small Business Administra�on's SCORE
program. Chris Burand is also a Cer�fied Business Appraiser and cer�fied E&O Auditor.

NOTE: The informa�on provided in this newsle�er is intended for educa�onal and informa�onal purposes
only and it represents only the views of the authors. It is not a recommenda�on that a par�cular course of
ac�on be followed. Burand & Associates, LLC and Chris Burand assume, and will have, no responsibility for
liability or damage which may result from the use of any of this informa�on.

Burand & Associates, LLC is an advocate of agencies which construc�vely manage and improve their
con�ngency contracts by learning how to nego�ate and use their con�ngency contracts more effec�vely.
We maintain that agents can achieve considerably be�er results without ever taking ac�ons that are
detrimental or disadvantageous to the insureds. We have never and would not ever recommend an agent
or agency implement a policy or otherwise advocate increasing its con�ngency income ahead of the
insureds' interests.

A complete understanding of the subjects covered in this newsle�er may require broader and addi�onal
knowledge beyond the informa�on presented. None of the materials in this newsle�er should be
construed as offering legal advice, and the specific advice of legal counsel is recommended before ac�ng
on any ma�er discussed in this newsle�er. Regulated individuals/en��es should also ensure that they
comply with all applicable laws, rules, and regula�ons.

If you wish to be removed from this mailing, please e-mail AgencyAdviser@burand-associates.com.
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